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- A LEGEND FLEET BULLETIN -

Hello from LEGEND FLEET - 05.31.21
Welcome, and thank you for downloading our e-newsletter! In each edition, we will be showcasing
certified Legend upfitters from across North America and the awesome upfit work they are doing, a
product spotlight, and what we’ve been up to at Legend HQ. Enjoy!

UPFIT TER SPOTLIGHT - BASIN UPFIT TING
Basin Upfitting:

FILMMAKING & EXTREME SPORTS VAN

Location:

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
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UPFIT TER SPOTLIGHT - BASIN UPFIT TING

Basin Upfitting is a growing Legend distributor based in Salt Lake City, Utah. Formerly
named Wasatch Fleet Services, Basin has changed and adapted. From focusing on natural
gas vehicle conversions to van and service body upfitting and more, now they’ve spread their
wings again with a new sister company called CrewVanCo - focusing on enhancing Crew Vans.

This particular upfit was for a group of guys that did a lot of extreme sports and carried around a film
crew, friends, and a dog pretty much all the time! This team needed an option to carry cargo and their
crew without compromising passenger numbers or space. They wanted a van instead of a trailer, so that
it would be protected from the elements when getting their film gear ready, and also from theft when
they left it alone for hours or days in the wilderness.

Having a ramp is the perfect way to roll
gear in and out of the cargo space for this
van, so that was a must. The CrewVanCo.
cabin conversion kit with its built-in
FMVSS-compliant partition was also
perfect to turn this 2 person cargo van into
a 5 passenger toy hauler. The Ranger
fold-away shelf is great for fitting more
equipment in transit and expanding once
you get to the site.

With all of the dirt bikes and snowbikes
fitting in the back of this Sprinter 170” EXT,
the Legend DuraTherm Wall, Ceiling, Door
Liners, and Rigid Floor liner helps to
protect the van while providing more
climate stability in the heat or snow. The
floor is grippy, and keeps eveyrthing in
place!
VEHICLE UPFIT DETAILS:
Mercedes Sprinter 170” Ext. Crew Van
- Legend Stabiligrip Rigid Floor
- Legend Insulated DuraTherm Wall,
Ceiling, and Door Liner

-Custom full wrap by Apex Wraps
-Fiamma Awning
-Method Wheels
-National Fleet Products Swivel Ramp
-Ranger Design Fold-away shelf
-Ranger Design Aluminum tool shelf

-CrewVanCo. Crew Cabin Conversion
-Boltiton Motorcycle and bicycle Tie Down
System
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LEGEND HQ SPOTLIGHT: PLYWO OD VS. C OMPOSITE

PLYWOOD vs. COMPOSITE
CARGO VAN FLOORS

A TRULY SUSTAINABLE FLOOR.
Legend Composite Rigid Floor pricing is stable, compared to that of the fluctuating and volatile
lumber market. Plywood is currently extending lead-times on vehicles. The fact that we don’t 		
rely on volatile raw materials, ensures our consistency with supply. Legend Composite Flooring uses
75% + recovered and recycled materials, thereby reducing the amount of material going to landfills.
It is produced without adding chemicals or petroleum-based glues, whereas plywood is produced by
killing mature trees, soaking logs in chemical solutions to soften, peeling veneers, then using virgin
petroleum products to heat and dry, and then virgin petroleum-based adhesives to bond layers
together. Frequently the most cost-effective plywood is sourced from regions where the proper
forestry practices are ignored, and the land is stripped.

IMPACT RESISTANCE & DURABILITY.
Legend Composite Flooring is extremely impact and puncture resistant and durable, allowing the floor
to last far longer than plywood. Once the phenolic coating is broken through on wood floors from
wear and tear, the bare plywood is exposed. This is not only a negative professional appearance, but
can cause other issues such as splintering and being more vulnerable to moisture.
DRIVER SAFETY.
Legend Composite Floorings’ anti-slip surface is
industry-leading and far superior to phenolic coated
wood surfaces – even when wet. A flat, grippy floor,
allows drivers to work efficiently. When spills do occur,
the floor is very easy to clean so not to present
additional hazards to drivers. Slip and fall injuries are
very common, and can be very expensive.
MOISTURE RESISTANCE.
Unlike wood products, Composite Flooring does not
swell or warp when exposed to moisture or
water. It does not emit any odours or VOC emissions,
develop mold, or rot if exposed to moisture. It will not
absorb other chemicals that may be spilled inside of a
cargo van.

FOR A LIFE ON THE ROAD.
Legend Composite Flooring has
a lifetime guarantee.

WATCH OUR NEW VIDEO HERE:

Plywood vs. Composite Floor It’s Time to Make the Switch.

IN STOCK AND SHIPPING NOW!

SureFill® First Aid 25 Series Kits have been designed to
cater for small mobile workspaces and includes quality
first aid products required to treat injured workers so they
are able to return to the job. These durable cases ensure
contents are protected from the day to day exposure to
dust and
damage. “25 Series” means it’s good or a team
HA requirement
1910.151B
of up to 25.

T AID KIT

RIES

25 SERIES FIRST AID KIT With Plastic Retail Case
25 SERIES FIRST AID KIT REFILL – Class A Only

FOCUS ON

DRIVER
SAFETY

SF1-017-105
SF1-017-100

MOUNTS TO LEGEND DOOR LINER
FOR EASY ACCESS

PRIETARY ADVANCED
ESIVE PERFORMANCE
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FIRST AID KIT (& RE-FILL KIT) INCLUDES:

PIECES

AeroBand™ Triangular Bandage 		
AeroBurn™ Burn Gel Packets			
AeroBurn™ Burn Dressing			
AeroCleanse™ Hand Sanitizer			
AeroForm™ Conforming Gauze Bandage
AeroGlove™ Nitrile Gloves			
AeroGuide™ First Aid Guide			
AeroInstrument™ Scissors			
AeroInstrument™ Tweezers			
AeroKit™ 25 Series Case			
AeroPad™ Eye Pad				

QTY applications - just
Feature
drop us a line!
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AeroPad™ Gauze Pad		
AeroPlast™ Plastic Strip Bandage
AeroPlast™ Adhesive Tape		
AeroPlast™ Instant Ice Pack		
AeroShield™ CPR Face Shield		
AeroSoothe™ Triple Antibiotic		
AeroSwab™ Cotton Tip Applicators
AeroWash™ Eyewash 1 fl. oz		
AeroWipe™ Antiseptic Wipes		
AeroWipe™ Alcohol Wipes		
AeroWound™ Wound Pad		
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you for reading!
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Product SPOTLIGHT - FIRST AID KITS

legendfleet.com
info@legendfleet.com
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